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That textual criticism is of fundamental importance in biblical studies 

has long been recognized and hardly needs re-emphasizing.  
Equally well-known and widely accepted is the fact that the Greek 

translation of the Old Testament, popularly referred to as the Septuagint 
(LXX), can justifiably lay claim to front-rank position in biblical textual 
criticism. In the following pages I would like to emphasize one particular 
aspect of Septuagint textual criticism, namely, the ever present need for 
the critic to be thoroughly acquainted with the style and translation 
techniques of the translator whose work he is attempting to reconstruct.  

Faced with the task of reconstructing the Old Greek text, i.e., the 
Septuagint, one is soon forced to ask the question: how does the text-
critic decide in individual cases what the original reading is, particularly 
when, for instance, 90% of the MSS. array themselves against 10% of 
the MSS.—or worse. Barring an obvious solution, one might at first 
thought be tempted to answer that the majority reading is likely to be the 
original one, especially when one is faced with a vast majority. But why 
should this be the case? After all, everyone knows that majorities, even 
vast majorities, are often wrong, and this is as true in textual criticism as 
it is anywhere else.  

A different answer to the text-critic’s query might run something like 
this: the reading of the most ancient textual witnesses is to be preferred. 
But how can one be certain, or even reasonably certain, that this is an 
acceptable procedure, since the earliest witnesses for most books of the 
Septuagint date from a time several centuries after the translation was 
made. A variant on the second answer might be: the “great uncials” 
should receive preferential treatment. However, scholars realize by now 
that this approach is fraught with danger. For all too long MSS. such as 
Vaticanus (B) and Alexandrinus (A) almost totally eclipsed the 
minuscule/cursive witnesses.  
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Of course, it is common knowledge, at least among Septuagint 
scholars, that Paul DE LAGARDE, the father of modern Septuagint textual 
criticism, already stated many years ago that the text-critic needs to be 
thoroughly acquainted with the style and methods of the translator of any 
given book, in order to guide him through the labyrinth of textual 
evidence. There is no reason to believe that his outstanding pupil and 
successor Alfred RAHLFS thought otherwise, though his Handausgabe of 
the Septuagint published in 1935 does not consistently give evidence of 
it.  

The particular problem I would like to focus on here concerns the 
syntax of neuter plural substantives. Every text-critic of the Septuagint 
knows that one is frequently confronted with seemingly insoluble 
problems in this connection: did the original text have a verb in the 
singular or is the plural to be preferred as the original reading? In what 
follows I am suggesting one possible, and what seems to me convincing 
way, of dealing with the problem as it pertains to the Psalter. To apply 
here what was said earlier: when determining the reading of the Old 
Greek text and being faced with having to make a choice between a verb 
in the singular and one in the plural, on what basis is one to decide for 
the one and against the other? Does one count noses, does one give 
priority to the most ancient witnesses, does one choose a plural verb 
because the translator of the book in question seemed to prefer plurals to 
singulars, or because neuter plural substantives governing plural verbs 
became a rather common syntactic construction in the Hellenistic period 
and the Septuagint is after all a product of this period?  

To attempt to analyze, in the present context, the Septuagint as a 
whole would be both physically impossible and methodologically 
questionable. The case for Genesis I have argued elsewhere.1 Here I shall 
restrict myself to the Greek Psalter, the choice of which has not been 
made arbitrarily. Among the inedita of the Chester Beatty Library on 
which I have been working for the past few years are four bifolios of a 
manuscript of the Greek Psalter, probably constituting a complete quire, 
datable to the fourth-century A.D. (perhaps the first half) and containing 
Psalms *72:6–88:2 (minus Psalm 76).2 Though the textual affiliations of 
the manuscript are variegated, it is basically 

                                                
1See my forthcoming, A Textual-Critical Study of Genesis Papyri 961 and 962. A. M. 
Hakkert, Toronto, pp. 149–151. 
2See my, “Greek and Coptic Inedita of the Chester Beatty Library,” Bulletin of the 
International Organization for Septuagint and Cognate Studies, no. 7 (1974), pp. 10–
18. 
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a B (Vaticanus) related manuscript and hence akin to what RAHLFS has 
designated as “der unterägyptische Text.” A textual-critical analysis of 
the Chester Beatty manuscript, which involved both a text-historical 
placing and an assessment of its contribution to the reconstruction of the 
Old Greek text, inevitably and predictably brought me once again face to 
face with the problem referred to above. The hypothesis to be tested here 
is that the number of the Hebrew verb was determinative for the Greek 
translator of the Psalter. In other words, when the Hebrew verb was 
plural the corresponding Greek verb would be plural—when governed 
by a neuter plural substantive—but if the Hebrew verb were singular the 
corresponding Greek verb would be singular. The total number of 
relevant instances is 162, a sufficiently large number to make our 
investigation meaningful. The edition used is RAHLFS’ Psalmi cum 
Odis.3 Also collated was P.Bodmer XXIV (=2110), which contains Pss. 
*17–118 and dates from the III/IV century A.D. 

In 106 of the 162 instances under investigation RAHLFS’ text of the 
Psalter agrees with the Masoretic text in reading a verb in the plural. Of 
these 106 cases of agreement between the two texts 84, or just over half 
of the total number, are uncontested, i.e., there are no variant readings to 
the plural verb in the Greek manuscripts: ii 1; ix 16 (3x), 20; xvii(xviii) 8 
(2x); xviii(xix) 15; xxi(xxii) 28 (2x); xxx(xxxi) 11; xxxiv(xxxv) 10; 
xxxvii(xxxviii) 3; xlii(xliii) 3 (2x); xlv(xlvi) 4 (2x), 5, 7; lxii(lxiii) 4; 
lxiv(lxv) 8; lxvi(lxvii) 5 (2x), 8; lxviii(lxix) 2; lxxi(lxxii) 11, 17; 
lxxvi(lxxvii) 17 (3x); lxxvii(lxxviii) 20; lxxviii(lxxix) 1 (3x), 2, 3, 10; 
lxxxi(lxxxii) 5; lxxxv(lxxxvi) 9 (3x); lxxxix(xc) 5; xcii(xciii) 5; 
xcvi(xcvii) 5; xcvii(xcviii) 3; ci(cii) 4, 16, 28; ciii(civ) 7 (2x), 8 (2x), 9, 
11, 12, 17, 27, 28, 29 (3x), 30, 32; civ(cv) 41; cvi(cvii) 29; cxiii(cxiv) 4, 
10 (cxv 2), 13 (cxv 5) (2x), 14 (cxv 6) (2x), 15 (cxv 7) (3x); cxvii(cxviii) 
10, 12 (2x); cxviii(cxix) 54, 171; cxxxiv(cxxxv) 16 (2x), 17; cxl(cxli 1) 
6; cxliii(cliv) 5. Possibly to be added to this is cxviii(cxix) 61 where the 
Greek text reads a plural verb but the Masoretic text has scriptio 
defectiva: ḥbly . . ‘wd(w)ny. 

In 21 cases the reading which RAHLFS adopted as original is 
contested, to be sure at times only by a single manuscript, but 
nevertheless contested. The evidence here is as follows:  

                                                
3Alfred RAHLFS, Psalmi cum Odis (Septuaginta Vetus Testamentum Graecum, vol. X). 
Göttingen, 1931. 
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Ps. xv(xvi) 6   (sxoini/a) e0pe/pesan] epepese(n) L'�

xvi(xvii) 5  saleuqw~sin (ta_ diabh&mata)] saleuqh B U 
1220 Thtp 55 

xvii(xviii) 37  h)sqe/nhsan (ta_ i1xnh)] hsqenhse La' 
xxxvi(xxxvii) 15  (ta_ to&ca) suntribei/hsan] suntribeih  R L' A; -

bhsetai 2046 
xxxix(xl) 13  perie/sxon (kaka&)] periesxen 2013 2110 
xliv(xlvi) 4  e0tara&xqhsan (ta_ o!rh)] etaraxqh A' 
l(li) 10   a)gallia&sontai (o)sta~)] agalliasetai LpauHec 
lxiv(lxv) 12  (ta_ pedi/a) plhsqh&sontai] plhsqhsetai S 

LbHec 2110 
lxiv(lxv) 13  pianqh&sontai (ta_ w(rai=a)] pianqhsetai B' 

2017 2110 Lb(sil)Hec 
lxvii(lxviii) 11  (ta_ zw~|a)  katoikou~sin] kateskhnosen 2047 
lxx(lxxi) 23  a)gallia&sontai (ta_ xei/lh)] agalliasetai 

LbThtp 1219 2135 
lxxvi(lxxvii) 18  (ta_ be/lh) diaporeu&ontai] diaporeuetai Lpau 

2110 
lxxvi(lxxvii) 20  (ta_ i1xnh) gnwsqh&sontai] gnwsqhsetai S Lb 55 

2110 
xcv(xcvi) 12  a)gallia&sontai (ta_ cu&la)] agalliasetai 

Lb'Hec 
xcvii(xcviii) 8  (ta_ o!rh) a)gallia&sontai] agalliasetai 

LdThtpHec 
ciii(civ) 6   sth&sontai (u(/data)] sthsetai LbThtp 
ciii(civ) 9  (u(/data) pareleu&sontai] pareleusetai Ld' Rc 

1219 
ciii(civ) 10  dieleu&sontai (u(/data)] dieleusetai LbThtp 
ciii(civ) 26  (ploi=a) diaporeu&ontai] diaporeuetai LbThtp  

2110(por.) 
ciii(civ) 28  (ta_ su&mpanta) plhsqh&sontai] plhsqhsetai R 

Lpau B (empl.) 
cviii(cix) 24  (ta_ go&nata) h)sqe/nhsan] hsqenhsen 2110  
 

In anticipation of what will be dealt with later, it should perhaps be 
noted here that in none of the above instances can one speak of personal 
uses of neuter plural substantives, though in a number of instances the 
term personification would be applicable (e.g., l 10; xcv 12; xcvii 8).  

Of further relevance in dealing with plural verbs governed by neuter 
plural substantives are what I shall call—for lack of a better term—
equivalent constructions. In nine instances Hebrew lhm is rendered by 
e1xousin, in reference to what ei1dwla do not have and  
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therefore cannot do. All occurrences of this Greek verb are uncontested: 
cxiii 13 (cxv 5) (2x); cxiii 14 (cxv 6) (2x); cxiii 15 (cxv 7) (2x); cxxxiv 
(cxxxv)16 (2x); cxxxiv(cxxxv):17.4 Furthermore, Hebrew hmh in a 
nominal clause is rendered in all three relevant instances by ei0si/n: ix 21; 
xxiv(xxv) 6; cxviii(cxix) 111, and only in the last verse is the reading 
contested, but by a lone manuscript (MS. T).  

To summarize: what we have found thus far regarding the equation 
of plural verbs (or equivalent constructions) is a total of 95 (96) 
uncontested instances and 22 that are contested, for a sum total of 118 
agreements between Rahlfs’ text and MT.  

When we turn to agreements between RAHLFS and the Masoretic text 
on the reading of a verb in the singular, the number of instances is, not 
unexpectedly, much smaller. In 12 cases RAHLFS and MT agree, the 
former being supported by the unanimous witness of the Greek 
manuscripts: i 3; ix 26 (x 5) (MT reads a singular participle); xli(xlii) 4; 
xliii(xliv) 18; lxxxvi(lxxxvii) 3 (MT reads a singular participle); 
lxxxvii(lxxxviii) 13; xc(xci) 10; xcv(xcvi)12; ciii(civ) 12; cvi(cvii) 25; 
cviii(cix) 11; cxxxix(cxl) 12. What to do with ta\ kri/mata/ sou 
bohqh/sei moi in cxviii(cxix)175 is not entirely clear. Of interest is that 
the Hebrew verb (y‘zrny) is written defectively. It may be, therefore, that 
the translator construed it as a singular following ta\ kri/mata. Likewise 
unclear is lxxii(lxxiii) 2 where all Greek manuscripts read a singular verb 
as has the Hebrew Ketib, while the Qere of MT reads a plural: špkh (K) 
špkw (Q) ’šry  In only one instance is the singular verb contested: 
xxxvi(xxxvii) 31 u9poskelisqh/setai] uposkelisqhsontai R.  

In view of the impressive number of agreements between MT and 
RAHLFS—107 (possibly 110) uncontested and 23 contested, for a total of 
130 (or 133)—the remaining 28 instances are obviously of great interest. 
I have grouped these under two headings: 1. zero relationship between 
MT and RAHLFS and 2. disagreements between MT and RAHLFS. First, 
then, zero relationship. What I am referring to here concerns Hebrew 
nominal clauses. In rendering the latter in Greek, the translator, 
according to our evidence, did not follow a consistent pattern, and this is 
true whether or not the Greek involved a neuter plural substantive. At 
times he introduced the appropriate form of ei]nai, but at other times no 
verbal form was employed. In so  

                                                
4The remaining occurrences of e1xousin in verse 17 have no parallel in MT. 
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far as the neuter plural substantive is concerned, it is rather interesting to 
note that in five instances the Greek manuscripts are unanimous in 
supporting a singular verb, e0sti/n in xi(xii) 5; xlix(l) 10; cxviii(cxix) 24, 
99; cxliii(cxliv) 15; and u9pa/rxei in cviii(cix) 11. There are no contested 
readings here except for the fact that 2110 (P.Bodmer XXIV) has zero in 
xlix(l) 8. In two instances where the Hebrew text has zero RAHLFS has 
ei0si/n but both are contested rather strongly: lxxxviii(lxxxix) 50 ei0si/n] 
estin B' 1098 1219 2110; xciv(xcv) 4 ei0si/n] estin B' T 55; om. 2110.  

Now for the disagreements between RAHLFS and our present Hebrew 
text. In nine instances the Hebrew text reads a verb in the plural while 
the Greek manuscripts testify unanimously to a verb in the singular: vi 3; 
x(xi) 4; xxxi(xxxii) 3; xxxvi(xxxvii) 23; l(li) 20; lxv(lxvi) 14; lxxiv(lxxv) 
11 (note, however, that to\ ke/raj is well attested and may be original); 
xci(xcii) 6; cxxix(cxxx) 2. In a further nine cases MT has a plural verb 
but RAHLFS adopted a singular as the original reading of the Greek text, 
though all nine are contested:  

 
Ps. xvii(xviii) 16  a)nekalu&fqh (ta_ qeme/lia)] anekalufqhsan U 

Thtp A’ 
xxi(xxii) 15 dieskorpi/sqh (ta_ o)sta=)]~== dieskorpisqhsan 

1221 
xxx(xxxi) 19  genhqh&tw (ta_ xei/lh)] genhqhtwsan B 1219 
xxxiii(xxxiv) 6  (ta_ pro&swpa) kataisxunqh~|] kataisxunqwsen 

(sic) 1219  
lxxi(lxxii) 3  a)nalabe/tw (ta_ o!rh)] analabetwsan R LpauSc 

55 2110 
ciii(civ) 16  xortasqh&setai (ta_ cu&la)] xortasqhsontai R 

Lb'He A 
ciii(civ) 24  e0megalu&nqh (ta_ e1rga)] emegalunqhsan 2110 
cxl(cxli) 7   dieskorpi/sqh (ta_ o)sta~)] dieskorpisqhsan S 
cxlvii 7(18)  r(uh&setai (u(/data)] ruhsontai 1219s Lpau  
 

It is obvious that the support ranges from meagre to substantial.  
There are two instances—and both are contested—in which the 

Hebrew text has a singular verb while RAHLFS adopted a plural as being 
the original Greek reading: xxxvi(xxxvii) 38 e0coleqreuqh/sontai2°] 
ecoleqreuqhsetai S 2013 LbThtp; ciii(civ) 20 dialeu/sontai] 
dialeusetai S Lb 2110.  

It remains to take a closer look at some of the kinds of Greek plural 
substantives that one encounters in the Psalter, in order to  
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test from a different angle the hypothesis with which we began. This is 
particularly relevant since BLASS-DEBRUNNER-FUNK, for example, state 
with respect to Koine Greek in general, though with special reference to 
the New Testament,  

The plural is used especially with neuters designating persons … most frequently with 
e1qnh, less often with te/kna and daimo/nia. The singular, on the contrary, preponderates 
with words having non-personal meaning … and even more so with abstracts and 
pronouns (tau=ta, a(/ etc.)5  

A similar observation is made by MAYSER regarding Ptolemaic papyri, 
which, he says, vacillate between singular and plural.  

Es ist zu unterscheiden zwischen Sachbegriffen einerseits und Personen bzw. lebenden 
Geschöpfen anderseits: während beim sachlichen Subjekt der Singular des Verbums 
entscheiden vorherrscht, steht bei lebenden Wesen, wenn sie als selbsttätig eingeführt 
werden, überwiegend der Plural.6   

In view of the evidence that has already been presented it is clear 
that, as far as the Greek Psalter is concerned, we can hardly speak of a 
vacillation (“ein starkes Schwanken,” as MAYSER puts it) between plural 
and singular verb. Rather the ratio between plural and singular in 
RAHLFS’ text is approximately four to one. What bears investigating is 
whether the distinction between personal and non-personal is applicable 
to the Greek Psalter. If that should be the case, it might disprove our 
hypothesis that the number of the Hebrew verb was determinative.  

Words such as e1qnh and ei1dwla, which govern 27 and 19 verbs 
respectively, are consistently used with a verb in the plural, without a 
single variant reading being recorded in RAHLFS. Since both are what 
may be called “personal words” we could here be dealing with a purely 
Greek phenomenon (though in every case the Hebrew verb agrees in 
number). Next in frequency are u(/data (13x), o1rh (9x), and o0sta= (8x), 
and in some though not all occurrences of these words one can speak of 
personification (the waters “see” in lxxvi 17, the mountains “skip” in 
cxiii 4, and bones “rejoice” in l 10). However,  

                                                
5F. BLASS and A. DEBRUNNER, A Greek Grammar of the New Testament and Other 
Early Christian Literature (translated and revised by R. W. FUNK) Chicago, 1961, 
§133. 
6 Edwin MAYSER, Grammatik der Griechischen Papyri aus der Ptolemäerzeit, Berlin 
and Leipzig, 1934, II. 3, p. 28. 
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as one looks at more and more neuter plural substantives in the Greek 
Psalter, the distinction between personal and non-personal (or even 
between animate and inanimate) becomes increasingly difficult to 
maintain as the determining syntactical factor. What of words such as 
i1xnh, used twice (xvii 37; lxxvi 20) and both times with a plural verb, 
corresponding exactly to the Hebrew, but not left unaltered in the process 
of textual development; or again e1th likewise used twice (lxxxix 55; ci 
28) and in both instances governing a plural verb, because(?) that is what 
the Hebrew text has. One could add be/lh, ploi=a, and many more.  

What makes one look in a direction different from the distinction 
between personal and non-personal (or whatever other inner-Greek 
distinctions one cares to introduce) is the interesting fact that one and the 
same substantive will govern a verb in the singular in one verse but a 
verb in the plural in another, in exact correspondence with the Hebrew 
text. Take for example pa/nta. In Ps. i 3 we have pa/nta … 
kateuodwqh/setai where MT has kl . . . yṣlyḥ, but in Ps. ciii(civ) 27–28 
we find pa&nta pro_j se\ prosdokw~sin … sulle/cousin where MT 
reads klm ’lyk yśbrwn … ylqṭwn. Similarly ta\ su/mpanta in Ps. ciii(civ) 
28–30 governs five plural verbs in exact correspondence with MT. In 
xxxix(xl) 13 we read perie/sxon …  kaka/ translating ’ppw . . . r‘wt, but 
in Ps. xc(xci) 10 the Greek has proseleu&setai … kaka& corresponding 
to t’nh . . . r‘h, and in cxxxix(cxl) 12 r‘yṣwd (ny) is translated kaka_ 
qhreu&sei. An example of a slightly different kind from the preceding—
since it involves some nominal clauses in Hebrew—concerns ta\ 
martu/ria. In Ps. xcii(xciii) 5 the Greek has ta\ martu/ria/ sou 
e0pistw/qhsan reflecting ‘dtyk n’mnw, and once again with a plural verb 
in cxviii(cxix) 111: ta\ martu/ria/ sou … ei0si/n, reflecting ‘dwtyk . . . 
hmh. In cxviii(cix) 24 and 99, on the other hand, we find ta\ martu/ria/ 
sou ... e0sti/n translating ‘dwtyk (written defectively in v. 24). Pedi/a is 
found twice with a plural verb (lxiv[lxv] 12; ciii[civ] 8), and once with a 
verb in the singular (xcv[xcvi] 12)—in all three instances corresponding 
to the Hebrew text. Similarly ta\ ku/mata occurs with a singular verb in 
Ps. cvi(cvii) 25 but with a plural verb in v. 29, once again reflecting the 
number of the Hebrew verb. In the first stich of Ps. xcv(xcvi) 12 we have 
xarh/setai ta\ pedi/a = y‘lz śdy, but in the second stich we find 
a)gallia&sontai … ta_ cu&la = yrnnw . . . ‘ṣy. Perhaps one of the most 
striking illustrations of what has been argued occurs in Ps. ciii(civ) 12. In 
the first stich the Greek has ta\ peteina/ ... kataskhnw/sei = ‘wp . . . 
yškwn, but in the second stich we have  
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dw&sousin = ytnw even though ta\ peteina/ is the grammatical subject in 
both stichs.  

On the basis of our investigation we are justified in drawing a 
number of conclusions: 1. that the number of the Hebrew verb was—as a 
rule—determinative for the translator of the Psalter in his choice of a 
singular/plural verb; 2. when he was faced with a nominal clause 
containing a plural pronoun (cf. hmh) he used the plural of ei]nai, viz., 
ei0si/n, but when no pronoun was present he either retained the nominal 
clause or used e0sti/n (it is noteworthy that both exceptions to the latter 
are contested readings with solid support for a verb in the singular); 3. 
that changes were introduced in the process of textual development, all 
of them involving non-personal words. The changes occurred of course 
most notably from plural to singular—something not unexpected in view 
of the unusually large proportion of plurals governed by neuter plural 
substantives.  

There can be no question about the correctness of RAHLFS’ having 
adopted as original readings as many plural verbs as he did. There is 
good reason, however, to add to their number. With all due caution, the 
leverage that has been obtained can be used to restore at least the 
following original readings: xvii 16 a0nekalu/fqhsan U Thtp A’; xxx 19 
geneqh/twsan B 1219; xxxvi 38 e0coleqreuqh/setai S 2013 LbThtp; lxxi 
3 a0nalabe/twsan R LpauSc 55 2110; lxxxviii 50 e0sti/n B' 1098 1219 
2110; xciv 4 e0sti/n B' T 55; ciii 16 xortasqh/sontai R Lb'He A; ciii 20 
dialeu/sontai S Lb 2110.  

One hundred percent correspondence between the Greek and Hebrew 
texts in the matter under discussion is out of the question, and that for 
obvious reasons. In some cases there are no or only poorly supported 
textual variants to choose from. Furthermore, in order to posit complete 
correspondence one would have to assume that the translator was totally 
consistent—too much to expect from any translator it would seem. 
Thirdly, there always exists the possibility, here as in other matters, that 
the Vorlage of the Greek Psalter differed from our present Hebrew text. 
And, lastly, our earliest manuscript is several centuries younger than the 
translation.  

What I have attempted to establish is not that the Greek of the 
Septuagint Psalter is replete with neuter plural substantives governing 
plural verbs—that we knew all along, but rather that the knowledge that 
Hebrew was responsible for this is able to give the text-critic a valuable 
control in his attempt to establish a critical text. Neuter plural 
substantives governing plural verbs is a phenomenon at least  
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as old as HOMER. What the Hellenistic period saw was an acceleration of 
an inner Greek process which in the end (Modern Greek) resulted in the 
disappearance of singular verbs being governed by neuter plural 
substantives. Our study suggests that the process may not have been 
purely inner Greek. 
 


